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Abstract  

There've been a number of studies done on the materials and how they can be used in modern 

medicine. Medical marijuana has a wide range of uses. The biocompatibility of 

nanotechnology has piqued the curiosity of scientists. Soft or hard, depending on the use, 

these materials may exhibit the so-called "quantum effect." As a result of this quantum event, 

precise control over protein adsorption and subsequent cellular interactions can be achieved. 

Nanoparticles are a hot topic in science right now because of their multiple applications. 

Semiconductor, metallic, and insulator-like nanoparticles are all possible. MONPs exhibit 

exceptional chemical and physical properties because of their small size and high density. 

Materials chemistry, agriculture, medicine, and catalysis are just a few of the domains in 

which metal oxide nanoparticles have been studied by researchers. 
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Introduction 

Nano-biomaterials are becoming a vital medicinal tool due to their compatibility and 

innovative effects. The use of biomaterials has enabled new applications in a wide range of 

sectors. Modern medicine requires the ability to deal with difficult and complex situations. 

Nanotechnology has aided in the development of novel viruses and tissue engineering. 

Important and potentially impactful issues were picked for this overview. Nanotechnology is 

a new field of study that focuses on manipulating materials at the smallest scale imaginable. 

Materials were nanomanipulated using biotechnology, genetic engineering, and other fields. 

Nanoscale biomaterials have proven to be a powerful tool for obtaining precise and smart 

features like medication delivery, a size-dependent effect, or a light-triggered feature. 

This study will identify the most promising treatments and vaccines for COVID-19. The first 

step is to thoroughly explain nanostructures to narrow the range of probable nanomaterials. 

Then, administrative procedures are outlined to better comprehend materials and architecture. 

Two novel pharmacological targets are indicated as the key application difficulties. Tissue 

engineering has several applications in regenerative medicine, including the current COVID 

19 pandemic. Material, medicine, geometry, and other features are included into the nano 

biomaterial cues to accomplish desired functionality. 

One of the most cutting-edge fields in human health research is stem cell research. However, 

the lack of reliable means for monitoring differentiation and long-term survival of engrafted 

cells or tissues has limited their application. By combining nanotechnology and SC research, 

we intend to learn more about how unique SCs control themselves, leading to new therapy 

possibilities for human illness prevention and treatment. To help differentiate and regenerate 

stem cells, scientists have developed nanotechnology-based methods using polycaprolactone, 

Tri-CaPSO4, carbon nanofiber, graphene oxide nanoparticles, and auto-assembled peptides. 

Fe3O4 NPs could be employed to label grafted cells for MRI analysis (MRI). Differentiation, 

tracking, and monitoring of stem cell populations, notably human mesenchymal stem cells, 

have considerably benefited from polymer-based scaffolds (hMSCs). Nanopatterning is a 

newer stem cell nanotechnology approach. These nanopatterned coverings or forms may help 

direct pluripotent stem cell adhesion, spreading, self-renewal, and differentiation without 

specialist media or chemical checks. 

 

Brief Background of Nanoparticles 

In one dimension, nanoparticles can range in size from 1 to 100 nm in any shape. Because of 

their unusual size, these particles have features that can be attributed to bulk materials as well 

as molecular architectures. Thus, nanoparticles might be considered the "bridge" between the 

macro and micro scales. Because of their small size, they have a high surface-to-volume 

ratio, which is one of their most appealing inherent qualities. When nanoparticles are 

unbound, they move rapidly, resulting in a very slow sedimentation rate (Fig 1). The nature 

of these materials can range from soft to hard, depending on the application, and they may 

display the so-called "quantum effect." The surface energy of these particles may be 

completely manipulated via this quantum phenomenon, allowing for precise control of 

protein adsorption and subsequent cellular interactions. 
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Fig 1: Microbes and mammalian cells interact with nanoparticles. 

 

Notes : (A)Nanoparticles have been shown to affect bacterial cells in schematic form. E. coli 

interacts with cerium oxide nanoparticle samples at various magnifications, as shown in (B 

and C) representative electron microscopy photographs. (D) The production of programmable 

nanomaterials with GNPs under various deposition settings. Effects of CeO2 nanoparticles on 

the appearance and development of cardiac progenitor cells. A comparison of cells that have 

been exposed to 10 g/mL of CeO2, 25 g/mL, and 50 g/mL of CeO2 (d). Engineered cerium 

oxide nanoparticles affect bacterial growth and viability, American Society for Microbiology 

(A–C). Reprinted with permission. (D) Nanostructuring biosensors to alter their detection 

limitations. (E). Cardiac progenitor cells are protected from oxidative stress by nanoparticles 

of cerium oxide. 

Depending on their shape, nanoparticles can be 0D, 1D, 2D, or 3D structured. These 

nanoparticles can be classified into groups based on their source or type of material. 

Nanoparticles can be made in both bottom-up and top-down ways. Pulsed laser, thermolysis, 

and solution combustion are chemical and biological syntheses, respectively. Other 

approaches include chemical, physical, and sol–gel. Depending on the substance, many 

methods can be used to characterise nanoparticles. The nanoparticles' morphology was 

studied using SEM, TEM, AFM, XPS, IR, XRD, Raman spectroscopy, Brunauer–Emmett–

Teller (BET), and the Zeta size analyzer. Biological, electrical, optical, and other applications 

of nanoparticles are possible due to their unique properties. The use of nanoparticles in TE is 

still in its infancy, and is hampered by severe difficulties. Our purpose in this paper is to 

examine the usage of nanoparticles in TE and the associated issues, then discuss how these 

challenges might be overcome by using nanoparticles in more applications. 
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Some research shows therapeutic cells can anticipate transmitters during active medicine 

administration. SC therapies can benefit from drug-NP coatings on therapeutic cells to boost 

clinical efficacy. Any SC therapy should be able to study mobe (cell) transit and distribution 

to their biological targets. Using NPs with specific surface coatings can increase stem cell 

uptake and long-term monitoring. The impact of nanotechnology on TERM has resulted in 

more sophisticated and efficient systems. Other nanoscale technology items, such as 

nanofibers and nanopatterned surfaces, have been utilised to influence cell function in 

TERM. They can distribute numerous bioactive compounds, such as growth factors, to 

control stem cell destiny and morphogenesis, modify the mechanical strength of scaffolds for 

hard tissue applications, and reduce toxicity while boosting biocompatibility (Fig 2). 

 

 
Fig:2  Different nanoparticles (ceramic, polymeric, metallic) can be used in TERM for a 

variety of purposes, including as tissue targeting and imaging, bioactive chemical 

administration, altering mechanical characteristics of scaffolds, giving antibacterial and 

anticancer capabilities. 

 

Metal Nanoparticles 

These nanoparticles have been studied extensively in medicine. No one was surprised when 

Faraday (1857) discovered metal nanoparticles in solution. Later, Kumar et al. (2018) 

investigated metallic nanoparticle colour and form. Currently, chemical groups that aid in 

antibody binding can be changed to improve nanoparticles. Noble metal nanoparticles (Ag, 

Au, Pt) have several biological applications, including anticancer and radiotherapy 

enhancement, antibacterial and antifungal diagnostics, and gene transport. The unique 

properties of noble metal nanoparticles add value. Metal nanoparticles can carry peptides, 

antibodies, RNA, and DNA, as well as biocompatible polymers like polyethylene glycol (Fan 

et al., 2018). Here are a few major nanoparticles and their biological uses. The ability to 

transport gold nanoparticles into target cells' nuclei aids in cancer detection. In this scenario, 

nanoparticles play a crucial role in biomedical applications. 
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Antimicrobial resistance in pathogenic microorganisms is a growing issue in medicine. Rai et 

al. (2009) investigated how antibacterial activity interacted with Ag nanoparticles. The 

antibacterial activity of amoxicillin, penicillin G, clindamycin, vancomycin, and 

erythromycin was increased by Ag nanoparticles. Keat et al. (2015) describe the use of Ag 

nanoparticles in biomedicine for cell imaging, cancer therapy, gene transfer, pharmaceutical 

delivery, and disease diagnostics. Ag nanoparticles have had a direct and indirect impact on 

the medical profession and health care system. Fellahi et al discovered antibacterial 

capabilities in silicon nano substrates with Ag or Cu nanoparticles (2013). They discovered 

improved antibacterial activity of produced nanoparticles against E. coli and want to examine 

this further. Cancer epithelial cells from the human lung were found to be biocompatible with 

Ag-coated silicon wires, but cytotoxic to Cu-coated Si nanowires. The researchers tried to 

enhance the quantity of Pd nanoparticles used in medical applications. Pd nanoparticles are 

anticancer and stabilising agents in medicines. 

Nanoparticle research is currently a prominent issue in science due to its numerous 

applications. Nanoparticles can be semiconductor, metallic, or insulator-like. Due to their 

small size and high density, MONPs have remarkable chemical and physical properties. 

Scientists have been studying metal oxide nanoparticles in many fields, including materials 

chemistry and agriculture, as well as medicine and catalysis. CuO, ZnO, SnO2, Al2O3, MgO, 

ZrO2, AgO, TiO2, CeO2, etc. nanoparticles have been discovered to alter cell properties via 

structural modifications. A decrease in the number of surface and contact atoms causes strain 

or stress and structural changes. Size affects magnetic, conductive, chemical, and electrical 

properties of nanoparticles. The controllability of the size and shape of magnetic metal oxide 

nanoparticles has caught the curiosity of researchers. Smaller nanoparticle materials have 

better magnetic, electrical, and chemical characteristics. Materials scientists are researching 

iron oxide uses such as magnetic storage devices and MRI contrast agents. - At 55 nm, 

Fe2O3 nanoparticles are ferromagnetic, but 12 nm nanoparticles are superparamagnetic with 

no hysteresis. As particle size decreases, anisotropy reduces and superparamagneticity 

increases. To manufacture nanoparticles with the desired magnetic, electrical, and chemical 

properties, innovative and simple processes are required. The electrical properties 

(conductance) of oxides like SnO2, WO3, and In2O3 are highly reliant on particle size. The 

modulable electrical/ionic conductivity of TiO2 materials is useful in optical, optoelectronic, 

and photovoltaic applications. TiO2 decreases rapidly at high temperatures, affecting 

conductivity. 1-D ZnO with wurtzite-type structure offers a lot of potential in gas sensors and 

varistors. Due to their tiny size, nanostructured oxides have no long-range Madelung field 

influences. 

For example, germanium (GeO2) nanoparticles could enhance the performance of optical 

fibres and other optoelectronic devices. For new electrical or optical applications, these 

nanoparticles can be used in surface-catalyzed systems. Ga2O3 is now being researched for 

its potential in optoelectronic applications due to its huge band gap. Smaller nanoparticles 

have more surface area per unit mass, promoting chemical reactivity. CuO nanoparticles are 

used as redox and oxidation catalysts, photoconductive and photothermal applications, and 

microwave irradiation processes. As a scrubber material for gaseous pollutants (CO2, CO, 

NOx, SOx) and a catalyst in organic synthesis in many chemical industries, MgO 

nanoparticles are widely employed. Because of its unusual structure, Al2O3 is used as a 
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support for active phases covered with other materials. These nanoparticles act as an 

electrolyte, catalyst, and gas detecting material. CeO2 nanoparticles are used in catalysis, gas 

sensing, electrochemistry, biomedical, and material chemistry. Photocatalysis for pollution 

removal, solar cells, and many more applications in materials and engineering use TiO2 

nanoparticles. ZnO is a broad bandgap semiconductor material that has been extensively 

researched for its intrinsic properties, including UV-blocking in sunscreens and lotions, 

integrated varistors and solar cells, optoelectronics and gas sensors. 

The structure, size, and shape of nanostructures influence MONP characteristics and 

applications. Many factors influence the structural and functional features of functional 

devices, affecting their performance. As an example, combining two different nano-oxides 

(p–n junctions or dopants) can result in poor optical or electrical properties. When creating 

MONPs with configurable structural parameters and properties, it is critical to optimise all 

process parameters that may impact the final product. The construction and performance of 

functional devices are affected by so many variables that it is impossible to reproduce the 

results. 

 

Nanotechnology in gene therapy for musculo-skeletal regeneration 

Musculoskeletal problems are the second greatest cause of disability globally, according to 

the WHO. Pathogenic and age-related disorders such osteoporosis, osteosarcoma, sarcopenia, 

ischemia, tendinitis, and trauma can cause such conditions, which are more common among 

athletes. 

In the moderate and severe stages of MSDs, there are few good therapeutic outcomes with 

local or systemic medicine or surgery. Advanced therapeutic (AT) procedures like stem cell 

and gene therapy can improve clinical outcomes. Rather than depending on recombinant 

proteins, gene therapy could replace or correct faulty genes. Gene therapy can promote tissue 

regeneration and functional repair by infusing therapeutic genetic material into host cells. 

Gene therapy tries to change the expression of the disease-linked gene. Despite the fact that 

gene therapy is mainly used to treat inherited diseases like cancer, MSDs benefit from it (fig 

3). 

 
Fig: 3 Targeting therapeutic areas of advanced therapies (ATs) such as cell and gene 

therapy 
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In order to deliver therapeutic genes, such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), messenger RNA 

(mRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), microRNA (miRNA), and antisense 

oligonucleotides (AONs), to the target cells and tissues, various ways must be used after the 

genetic target has been identified.. The genetic material must reach the intended cells, 

internalise the cell efficiently, and then integrate into the specified intracellular compartment 

regardless of the genetic material's kind or structure (in cytoplasm or nucleus). Ex vivo and in 

vivo delivery of genetic cargo to the target tissue or cell are both options (fig 4 ). To begin, 

the patient's own cells are taken from the patient's body, transfected in vitro, and then 

transplanted back into the patient. As a result, it requires a lot of time and resources (such as a 

GMP cell facility). To the contrary, in an in vivo technique, genes are directly delivered to 

the target tissue or cell by systemic or local injection. As a result of the possible extracellular 

impediments, such as enzymatic breakdown and immunological responses, unwanted protein 

interactions, and precipitation, it is usually less efficient to reach the intended location. 

 

 
Fig:4 In vivo and ex vivo approaches to gene editing are depicted in this diagram. A 

viral or nonviral carrier could be used to deliver the therapeutic gene. 

 

Nanotechnology in gene therapy 

An experimental procedure known as gene therapy is used to treat or prevent disease by 

altering genes or gene expression. Cells can be given new abilities or their function can be 

restored in cases of monogenic diseases. Instead of relying on pharmaceuticals, gene therapy 

achieves its goals through editing, replacing, or modifying the expression of specific genes 

(Fig 5). In order to reach their target, gene therapeutics must overcome a number of 
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biological hurdles. As a first step, they must avoid degradation as they travel through the 

body. Because of the existence of endo- and exonucleases, oligonucleotides in physiological 

medium have a relatively limited half-life. 

Fig. 5: Gene therapy nucleic acids. 

 
Biological barriers must be crossed based on the organ or tissue targeted and the delivery 

method. Intravenous therapy is widespread (IV). To work, gene treatments must pass the 

endothelium. Organ and tissue characteristics differ. Blood flow to the spleen, liver, and 

tumours is fenestrated. 

Neurological gene therapy is undergoing numerous studies. Brain gene therapy necessitates 

blood–brain crossover (BBB). The brain has an endothelial barrier. The tight junctions 

between endothelial cells keep poisons and germs out. 

Now, 67.3 percent are for cancer. Cancer cells in solid tumours require a large extracellular 

collagen matrix to reach. High interstitial fluid pressures (IFPs) prevent drug uptake, 

especially high molecular weight pharmaceuticals like gene therapies. Gene therapies must 

penetrate through extremely complicated cellular membranes. Nucleic acids are very heavy. 

Their phosphate backbone makes them highly water soluble. As a result, they cannot pass 

biological membranes. Endenosis is the main intracellular pathway. Endosomes are 

intracellular vesicles that contain nucleic acid digestion enzymes. En route from early to late 

endosomes, nucleic acids' pH lowers. So gene therapies should be able to avoid low pH and 

catalytic enzymes as soon as possible. A silencing RNA works in the cytoplasm of cells. In 

contrast, DNA-based gene therapy needs penetration of the double nuclear membrane. Gene 

therapies urgently require a delivery strategy that can bypass endosome degradation and 

bridge membranes. To ensure gene therapy product safety and efficacy (Figure 5). Gene 

therapy is helpful for many illnesses, but lack of delivery vehicles keeps it out of clinic. 

. 
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Fig: 6 This number includes viral and nonviral delivery methods. Adeno-associated 

virus (AAV). NP stands for nanoparticles. A CNT is a carbon nanotube. Magnetic 

nanoparticle (MNP) an MSN, a mesoporous silica nanoparticle Quantum dot (QD) 

Conclusion: 

We review recent advances in theranostics, an emerging discipline combining 

nanotechnology, gene therapy, and imaging techniques.  Researchers in this discipline should 

remember three things. Preliminary physical-chemical properties of the nanobioconjugate. 

This characterization might facilitate probe design. Second, the new conjugation must be 

explained in detail. Once in tissue, nanobioconjugates should be continuously examined. New 

developments in nanoparticle manufacturing and functionalization are expected, allowing for 

greater material and synthesis diversity. New gene therapy delivery vectors have been 

developed. These include transgenic toxicity, immunological reactions, selective gene 

expression, and vector injection. New nanoparticle vectors and imaging tools will improve 

gene therapy. Finally, combining MRI and PET may improve diagnostic accuracy. 
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